
 
Learning Plans 

 

Year 9 
 

Subject ART 
 

Learning Plan Spring Term 2 
 

Knowledge Focus 
The MONA LISA: “Who’s That Girl?” 

 

Spring 1 Objectives  
In this half-term, it is the Art Department’s aim for all Year 9 pupils to be creative within the 
structure and the focus of an established project which will help them achieve a body of work that 
links together to form a ROWND task. 
The “Death of Marat” project previously explored in Year 9 necessitated pupils working on tasks, 
stage by stage that came together at the end of the period of study as a whole and also acted as a 
GCSE coursework unit style body of work, culminating in the making of a finished final piece. 
 
For this half-term, pupils will explore the legendary painting the Mona Lisa before returning to The 
“Death of Marat” after the Easter break. 

Knowledge Focus / Overview of Year 9 
The MONA LISA, by Leonardo da Vinci. 
 
Creative skills to be developed 
 
Illustration, mark-making, pattern exploration, drawing techniques, exploration of materials and 
media, IT creativity and annotation of work will all be developed as part of the Year 9 Learning Plan 
starting in the first term and being revisited throughout the year. 

Key Vocabulary to be learned: 

All pupils will continue to develop specialist artistic language during Year 9, and subject / topic 
specific vocabulary, and strive to develop their skills with creative materials, tools and techniques. 
Artists, Practitioners, Subject Specific Vocabulary (Tier 3), Annotation, Academic Vocabulary (Tier 
2), terms and vocabulary relating to Leonardo da Vinci and the Mona Lisa.  

 
 

Activities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Resources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Work to 
be 
submitted 
by 



Week 1 Activities 
(week beginning 22/2/21) 
 
Theme 
LEONARDO da VINCI and the MONA LISA 
Week 1 Learning Objectives 
The Mona Lisa is a half-length portrait painting 
by Italian artist Leonardo da Vinci. Considered 
an archetypal masterpiece of the Italian 
Renaissance, it has been described as "the best 
known, the most visited, the most written about, 
most sung about, the most parodied work of art 
in the world". 
 

 
 
A detailed explanatory P/PT has been provided 
for pupils to work through, stage by stage, which 
builds into a ROWND task over the duration of 
the half-term. 
 
Stage 1 drawing 
Pupils to draw an outline lightly of the Mona 
Lisa, aiming for some proportion accuracy.   
Pupils to add detail to the sections within your 
outline. 
Pupils to use a pencils and coloured pencils to 
create a range of tonal values in their outcomes. 
 

 Resources and where 
to access them: 
P/P on Resource 
share/Paper and 
drawing materials. 

 
Objective Assessment 
Pupils will be expected 
to make a 
drawing/coloured 
recreation of Leonardo 
da Vinci’s Mona Lisa 
(over 2 weeks) based 
on the given exemplar 
source.  
Work to be carried out 
in different illustrative 
materials. 
 

(week 
beginning 
1/3//21) 
 

Week 2 Activities 
(week beginning 1/3//21) 
 
Theme 
PENCIL AND COLOURED PENCIL TONAL 
WORK 
Week 2 Learning Objectives 
Using the charts below as exemplar pieces, 
pupils will be expected to create 2 sheets of 

 Resources and where 
to access them: 
P/P on Resource share/ 
Paper and drawing 
materials. 
 
Objective Assessment 
As above. 
Pupils will be expected 
to continue to make a 

(week 
beginning 
8/3/21) 
 



work (a pencil version and a coloured pencil 
version), replicating the skills on display below). 
Continued work on the Mona Lisa outcome from 
week 1. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

drawing/coloured 
recreation of Leonardo 
da Vinci’s Mona Lisa 
based on the given 
exemplar source.  
Work to be carried out 
in different illustrative 
materials. 
 
Sheets of tonal studies 
also to be produced as 
per P/PT instructions. 
 
 

 

Week 3 Activities 
(week beginning 8/3/21) 
 
Theme  
The creation of a personal and meaningful 
response as a parody of Mona Lisa. 
Week 3 Learning Objectives. 

 Resources and where 
to access them: 
P/P on Resource share/ 
Paper and drawing 
materials. 
 
Objective Assessment 

(week 
beginning 
(15/3/21) 
 



Using the “parody” images on the Mona Lisa 
P/PT: 
Pupils will begin to show that they understand 
the meaning of ‘parody’. 
Pupils will see exemplar work, and look at how 
other artists have done the same thing using the 
Mona Lisa as their starting point. 
Pupils will be encouraged to think of an idea 
themselves to use as parody. 
 
Pupils will need to collect images, pictures and 
resources that will help them.  
For their own individual creative 
response/outcome 
Pupils will be encouraged to work on an A3 
scale, and use any medium of their choosing 
Pupils will have 3 class lessons to complete this 
task.  
 

 
 

 
 

Pupils, over the course 
of 3 lessons will be 
expected to complete 
the body of work as 
outlined in Week 3 
Activities/Learning 
Objectives. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
    



Week 4 Activities 
(week beginning (15/3/21) 
 
Theme The creation of a personal and 
meaningful response as a parody of Mona 
Lisa, (continued). 
Week 4 Learning Objectives 
As above 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 Resources and where 
to access them: 
P/P on Resource share/ 
Paper and drawing 
materials. 

 
Objective Assessment 
As above. 
 

beginning 
(22/3/21) 
 

Week 5 Activities 
(week beginning (22/3/21) 
 
Theme 

 Resources and where 
to access them: P/P on 
Resource share/ Paper 
and drawing materials. 
 

(week 
beginning 
(29/3/21) 
 



The creation of a personal and meaningful 
response as a parody of Mona Lisa, (continued), 
and revisiting of work from all stages currently 
being developed. 
 
Week 6 Learning Objectives 
As above. 
Pupils also by now will have a body of work 
coming together on the Mona Lisa theme. 
If work is completed, pupils will be expected to 
add new pieces to the existing sections, and 
annotate their work using good quality first 
person English which displays subject specific 
knowledge and use of subject specific terms and 
vocabulary. 
 

Objective Assessment 
As above. 
 
All pupils to revisit all 
work made so far to 
make sure that each 
piece has reached a 
finishing point/logical 
conclusion. 
 

 
 
 

Feedback Given Support/Extension/Challenge 
Tasks/ 
 

                 Useful Websites 

     
By GD and SH via 
whole class feedback, 
WAGOLLs, modelled 
examples and via Success 
Criteria. 
 

 
Tasks to be made available on 
RESOURCE SHARE and 
TEAMS to accompany P/P 
 
 

     
GOOGLE IMAGES pages for      
highlighted exemplar abstract 
artists 
 

                                                              Skills Development 
 

Reading/Writing/Oracy 
Development 
 

Numeracy Development ICT Development 

Tasks to be made available on     
RESOURCE SHARE and 
TEAMS to accompany P/P 
 

Tasks to be made available on 
RESOURCE SHARE and 
TEAMS to accompany P/P 

Internet Research based on the 
Mona Lisa, and Leonardo da 
Vinci. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Learning Plans 

BELONG, BELIEVE, ACHIEVE 

PERTHYN, CREDU, LLWYDDO 



 

Year 9 
 

Subject “THE DEATH OF MARAT” 
 

Learning Plan 2 – Autumn Term 2 
 

Knowledge Focus 
French Narrative Painting (“The Death of Marat” by JL David) 
 

 

Autumn 1 Objectives  
 
In this half-term, it is the Art Department’s aim for all Year 9 pupils to continue to be creative within 
the structure and the focus of a project which will help them achieve a body of work that links 
together (a ROWND task) which will necessitate pupils working on tasks, stage by stage that will 
come together at the end of the period of study in the making of a finished final piece. 
The theme is the painting, “The Death of Marat”, by Jacques-Louis David. 
 

Knowledge Focus / Overview of Year 9 
 
French Narrative Painting (“The Death of Marat” by JL David) 
 
The unit of work studied by pupils in Year 9 will revolve around the study of a key French narrative 
painting painted at the time of the French Revolution (1789).  
The painting is Jacques-Louis David’s “The Death of Marat” (1792). It tells an engrossing story 
which can be developed into extensive projects, incorporating many cross-curricular themes and 
possibilities. This is an ideal opportunity to work with pupils in a way that they will be expected to do 
so if they pursue the subject after KS3, and for them to see how a project/unit of work can be 
developed and sustained. 
 
At the end of this unit of work, it is hoped that all pupils will have created personal visual responses 
and outcomes based upon their studies of the picture under scrutiny. All pupils will learn about the 
artist and their ideas and their work. 
 
All pupils will continue to develop specialist artistic language during Year 9, and subject / topic 
specific vocabulary, and strive to develop their skills with creative materials, tools and techniques. 
 
Creative skills to be developed 
Illustration, mark-making, pattern exploration, drawing techniques, exploration of materials and 
media, IT creativity and annotation of work will all be developed as part of the Year 9 Learning Plan 
starting in this second half-term and revisited throughout the year. 
 
 

Key Vocabulary to be learned 

All pupils will continue to develop specialist artistic language during Year 9, and subject / topic 
specific vocabulary, and strive to develop their skills with creative materials, tools and techniques. 
Artists, Practitioners, Subject Specific Vocabulary (Tier 3), Annotation, Academic Vocabulary (Tier 
2), terms and vocabulary of the French Revolution. 

 

 
 

Activities  Resources Work to 
be 
submitte
d by 



Week 1 Activities 
(week beginning 2/11/20) 
 
Theme: Portrait drawing/ Marat’s 
expressions. 
 
Week 1 Learning Objectives 
To continue to develop the figurative 
work started in the previous half-term, 
but with the focus on “Marat’s” face. 
The aim is for pupils to develop a range 
of different facial expressions, based on 
the original Schiele template. 
  

 Resources and where to 
access them: 
P/P on Resource share/Paper 
and drawing materials. 
Photocopied version of Egon 
Schiele self-portrait to be used 
as figurative starting point. 

 
Objective Assessment 
Pupils will be expected to make 
versions of the face of the 
Schiele figure used already, but 
develop the original source 
image portrait into new 
expressions. Work to be carried 
out in different materials. 
Work to be annotated. 
 

(week 
beginning 
9/11//20) 
 

Week 2 Activities 
(week beginning 9/11/20) 
 
Theme: Portrait drawing/ Marat’s 
expressions (continued). 
 
Week 2 Learning Objectives 
As above. Pupils to continue to develop 
the work started in the previous lesson, 
with the focus on “Marat’s” face. 
The aim continues to be for pupils to 
develop a range of different facial 
expressions, based on the original 
Schiele template, and once 4/6 have 
been completed, the portraits can be 
used for a more creative piece, where 
several of the faces can be drawn in a 
colour-coded overlapping style recalling 
the method of Jasper Johns’ number 
pieces, and Cubism. 
 
(see possible models below and right) 
 

 
  
 
 
 

 Resources and where to 
access them: 
P/P on Resource share/ Paper 
and drawing materials. 
 
Objective Assessment 
As above. 
Work to be annotated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(week 
beginning 
16/11/20) 
 



 
 

  

Week 3 Activities 
(week beginning 9/11/20) 
 
Theme: Jasper Johns’ Numbers 
(reprised from Year 7) 
 
Week 2 Learning Objectives 
Pupils to revisit their learning about the 
artist Jasper Johns from Year 7, and to 
make pieces in the style of his 
overlapping numbers (see below).  
“Revolutionary Years” can be used as 
starting points e.g.1789, 1776, 1917 etc. 
 

 
 

 Resources and where to 
access them: 
P/P on Resource share/ Paper 
and drawing materials. 
 
Objective Assessment 
 
Pupils will be expected to begin 
to make number overlap pieces 
in the style of Jasper Johns, 
using specific historical dates as 
their starting points. 
Work to be annotated. 
 

 
 
 
    

(week 
beginning 
23/11/20) 
 



 
  

Week 4 Activities 
(week beginning (23/11/20) 
 
Theme: Maps of Paris 
 
Week 4 Learning Objectives 
Paris was the setting for Marat’s 
assassination. 18th century street plans 
and maps of the French capital have 
yielded excellent work in this SOW in the 
past, and allows pupils to start to explore 
distinctly abstract work. 
Maps provide excellent systems of lines, 
shapes, geometries and grids for pupils 
to explore as they make their own 
creative responses. 
  

 Resources and where to 
access them: 
P/P on Resource share/ Paper 
and drawing materials. 

 
Objective Assessment 
 
The first task in this topic is for 
pupils to make a set of small 
scale (A6) images based on 
source material, a copy of an 
18th century street map of Paris. 
Work to be annotated. 
 

beginning 
(30/11/20
) 
 

Week 5 Activities 
(week beginning (30/11/20) 
  
Theme: Maps of Paris (continued) 
 
Week 5 Learning Objectives 
As above. Continued development of 
map inspired abstract pieces, using 
exemplar abstract artists as starting 
points e.g. Mondrian, Da Silva, Twombly, 
Riopelle, Kandinsky etc. 
   

 Resources and where to 
access them: 
P/P on Resource share/ Paper 
and drawing materials. 
 
Objective Assessment 
 
Continuing from above it is 
hoped that the small scale 
pieces of map illustration can be 
developed into larger (A4) 
piece/s, with an emphasis on 
referencing the work of an 
important abstract artistic 
practitioner. 
Work to be annotated. 

    

(week 
beginning 
(7/12/20) 
 

Week 6 Activities 
(week beginning (7/12/20) 
 
Theme: Maps of Paris (continued), IT 
versions 

 Resources and where to 
access them: P/P on Resource 
share/ Paper and drawing 
materials. 
 

(week 
beginning 
(14/12/20
) 
 



 
Week 6 Learning Objectives 
An increasingly important feature of this 
subject area is the creation of digital 
work. GCSE coursework folders now 
contain a significant %age of digitally 
created imagery. 
Accessories → Paint has proven to be an 
excellent entry point for creative IT in this 
subject area. 
It is hoped that the Map theme of 
previous weeks can be explored and 
creative outcomes produced via a 
different kind of creative material. 
 

Objective Assessment 
Pupils will be expected to make 
creative IT pieces on the theme 
of Maps using their previously 
completed illustrations as 
starting points. 
Work to be annotated. 
 

 

Week 7 Activities 
(week beginning (14/12/20) 
 
Theme: Consolidation of all work 
made in weeks 1-6 
 
Week 7 Learning Objectives 
As above: all work from weeks 1-6 to 
be finished and brought to a close. 
By this stage, pupils will have 
completed the start of the basic Year 
9 project development work that will 
give them 2/3 completed stages (of 
c.9) of the overarching Year 9 
ROWND task to be completed. 

 Resources and where to access 
them: P/P on Resource share/ 
Paper and drawing materials. 
 
Objective Assessment 
As above. 
Work to be annotated. 
 

(week 
beginning 
(21/12/20) 
 

 

Feedback Given Support/Extension/Challenge 
Tasks/ 
 

                 Useful Websites 

    By GD and SH via: 
 

        Whole Class Feedback 
   WAGOLL/ Modelled 
example 
       Task Success Criteria 

 

 
Tasks to be made available on 
RESOURCE SHARE and 
TEAMS to accompany P/P 
 
 

     
    GOOGLE IMAGES pages for      
    highlighted artist Jacques 
Louis  
    David, and “The Death of 
Marat”. 

Skills Development 
 

Reading/Writing/Oracy 
Development 
 

Numeracy Development ICT Development 

 Tasks to be made available 
on     
   RESOURCE SHARE and  
  TEAMS to accompany P/P 
Annotation of work throughout. 
 

Tasks to be made available on 
RESOURCE SHARE and 
TEAMS to accompany P/P 

Internet Research about JL 
David, The French Revolution 

and “The Death of Marat” 
IT task Week 6 

 
 


